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Summary MICBasketball’18

Spot MICBasketball’19

MICBasketball

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQcwiCTlwBs
https://youtu.be/VATcwMMwhB0
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MICBasketball’19

TECHNICAL DATASHEET*

*Technical datasheet MICBasketball’18

The MICBasketball is an international basketball tournament, which is held in
Girona-Costa Brava along Easter, from April 18th to April 21st. This
tournament gathers teams and national teams from the worldwide, giving players
the chance to face some of the best teams of the moment.
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The latest MICBasketball edition had two top players as ambassadors: Núria
Martínez (Uni Girona) and Pierre Oriola (FC Barcelona).

AMBASSADORS

MICBasketball’19
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TOP TEAMS 2017 – 2018 

MICBasketball’19
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Teams with arrivals and check-out before or after the dates indicated 
should apply for a budget and possible activities to do.

PROGRAM

MICBasketball’19
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CATEGORIES

U18W | Players born after the 01.01.2001

U16W | Players born after the 01.01.2003

U14W | Players born after the 01.01.2005

MICBasketball’19

U18M | Players born after the 01.01.2001

U16M | Players born after the 01.01.2003

U14M | Players born after the 01.01.2005
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Teams from around the world compete in three male categories (U18, U16 and 
U14) and three female categories (U18, U16 and U14)

For more information about other categories write us at info@micbasketball.com
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MICBasketball’19

REGISTRATION RULES
1. The teams must fill out registration form in the tournament website www.micbasketball.com

The team will not be officially registereduntil “Step3” is completed.

2. The  organization  will  contact  the  team  responsible  (reflected  in  the  registration)  to 
complete the registrationprocess and activate the team’s web space.

3. To complete the registration and to officially confirm the team’s participation, each 
team  must  make  a  first  payment  of  500€ in  case  of choosing  type  1  (with 
accommodation), or 250€ if you choose type 2 (without accommodation).

This amount will be part of the total amount payed and will be discounted from the 
last payment.

We highly recommend that the teams  make the first payment as soon as possible 

because it is the only way to ensure their participation at the tournament.

*Spots are limitedand only the firsts teams to 
complete this step will be able to participate.

4. One month before the beginning of the tournament each team must send the payment 
paper, as well as the official roster, the club’s logo and the team’s photo. 
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MICBasketball’19

COMPETITION SYSTEM

GAME RULES
MICBasketball is played with FIBA rules, except for the following issues:

1.AGE CONTROL
All the players must identify themselves with a federative license, passport or any official document

with a photo and their correct age upon arriving to the hotel. This documentation must be brought to all
the games and be available if the organization requires to revise it before the match.

2. GAME TIME
4x10 minutes with non-stop clock, except in the last minute of each quarter and extra periods where 
the clock will be stopped. During the three firsts quarters, the clock will stop if the game is interrupted 
by the referee, if there is a substitution or for free throws. 

3. NUMBER OFPLAYERS
Each team must have between 5 and 12 players in each game. No game will start with less than 5.

4. SUBSTITUTIONS 
All the players registered in the act must play during the game. There is not a minimum time in which 
they must play. If this rule is not followed by a team, it will result in a forfeit, maintaining the original 
score if the difference is higher than 20. 

5. COURTS
The facilities are made of parquet or vinyl floor covering, and are all near Lloret de Mar.

6. BALLS
The organization will provide the game ball, and 2 balls per team for the warm-up. Brand NIKE and
FIBA size.

7. NUMBER OFGAMES AND COMPETITION SYSTEM
All the teams registered will play between 4 and 6 games in MICBasketball, distributed as such:
• Group Phase. Distributed in groups with 4 teams, each team will play three games (league

format).
• Final Phase. Depending on the standings in the Group Phase, the teams will be distributed in

two levels: one for the championship (1st and 2nd of each group) and one for consolation (3rd
and 4th).

• In all cases, knockouts will be played: the team will advance to the next round in case of win, if
not he is out. Each team will play one game at least (three maximum).
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MICBasketball’19

PLAYERS, STAFF & SUPPORTERS PRICES 

CHILD DISCOUNT

• Discount for children between 4 and 7 years (both included) - 30% of  final price

• Babies from 0 to 3 years - FREE

EXTRAS

• Extra night full accommodation- 72€/p 
(Includes: double or triple with full accommodation)

• Extra individual room use - 45€/p/night

• Extra meal price - 20€/p

• Transport – Bus: Airport, touristic routes, etc.
(specific budget depending on the trip)
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OTHER SERVICES

FUNDING

MICBasketball organization will distribute among MICBasketball registered teams who

ask for it, a book of raffle tickets free of charge with the aim that every player can pay

its tournament participation

*The shipping price will depend on the country/city of destination.

RECEIVE AN IPAD MINI*

ACCIDENTS INSURANCE

24h Accidents Insurance.

MICBasketball organizers will offer the possibility of purchasing the “24h MIC Insurance” 

(just for the tournament dates).

• Sanitary coverage of possible accidents (NOT DESEASES) occurring outside the 

playing field (in the hotel, in the street, etc...). 

• If you would like to purchase this service, it must be purchased for the whole team. 

For further information, contact with the organization at 

info@micbasketball.com. 
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www.micbasketball.com
(+34) 93 589 70 20
info@micbasketball.com


